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Abstract
English and Punjabi are languages which do not belong to the same families of languages. English is one of the
West Germanic languages whereas; Punjabi is a part of the Indo-Aryan family. Punjabi is spoken by various
nations on the globe, especially Pakistan and its province Punjab as well as in Indian Panjab. Both English and
Punjabi manifest themselves through various dialects on the basis of diversified geographical areas. English is
used as the first language by 379,007,140 speakers and further 753,359,540 speakers use it as a second language
in more than 104 nations. So, the total speakers of English around the globe are 1,132,366,680 (Ethnologue,
2019). The importance of Punjabi cannot be denied being the 10th most widely used language on the globe (Ghai
& Singh, 2013). According to Ethnologue (2019), the total number of Punjabi speakers is 125,326,840. In
Pakistan, it is the language of the majority of the people residing in the most populous province of Pakistan,
Punjab. It is among twenty-two languages that have obtained official status. Unfortunately, no considerable work
has been done on its phonology. This study is an attempt to describe the phonemic differences between English
and Punjabi by using the theoretical framework of the Levenshtein algorithm. The index of differences and
similarities is determined through the inventories of both languages. The inventories are used as data in this
research paper. The Levenshtein algorithm (Levenshtein, 1965) is used to analyse the inventories to calculate the
ratio of differences and similarities. The outcome of the current research shows that both English and Punjabi
have a phonemic similarity level of 56.25% whereas the index of difference is 43.75%.
Keywords: Punjabi, Majhi, dialect, phonemic differences, phonetics, Levenshtein algorithm, English
1. Introduction
English is one of the West Germanic languages (Dufour, 2017). Its name comes from Angles, a Germanic tribe
(Pyles & Algeo, 1993). This tribe migrated towards the various areas of Great Britain, the area was named as
England (Hogg & Burchfield, 1992). The Germanic family of languages is vast. Some of its languages are
English, Frisian, as well as Dutch and German and others. The vocabulary of English is greatly influenced by
some other North Germanic languages, along with Latin and French (Dalton, 2011). The English language
developed and progressed over the course of more than 1,400 years. The West Germanic dialects came to
England around the 5th century AD brought by settlers of Anglo-Saxon origin. These earliest forms of English
are jointly called Old English. At that point, Middle English began with the Norman success of England. It was
the era in which it was considerably affected by the French. Afterwards, in the late fifteenth century around the
same time as the arrival of the printing press in the city of London English developed into an early modern form.
The impact of the British Empire was shifted by the beginning of the Great Vowel Shift and the printing of the
King James Bible. Present-day English spread the world over from 17th to the middle of the 20th century
through various means of technology and especially after the rising of the USA as an international power.
English has become the most used international language for various scopes of life like international trade, media,
science, law, etc. (Algeo & Butcher, 2013). Around 379,007,140 individuals communicate in English as their
first language and a further 753,359,540 people use it as a foreign tongue in more than 100 nations around the
world (Ethnologue, 2019)
A mixture of two words, “Punj” and “Aab” meaning as “five” and “water” respectively creates “Punjabi” with
the meaning of five rivers. The region of Punjab spreads in Pakistan and India and their language Punjabi is a
language spoken in both countries (Masica, 1993). A great majority of the people of Pakistan speak Punjabi as a
first language. In India, it is an official language with other 21 official languages (Ethnologue, 2016). According
to CIA Factbook, the colloquial Punjabi language can be divided into three groups: Central, the Majhi dialect
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spoken in Lahore and Amritsar and it makes the literary language; the Dogri in northern Punjab; and the western
dialects that gradually change into Lahnda (Campbell, 1991). According to Ethnologue2015, Majhi is the purest
form of Punjabi. In addition to Pakistan and India, the speakers of Punjabi are also found in Canada, East Africa,
and the United Kingdom. Almost forty-five million speakers use Punjabi either as their first or second language
(Bhatia, 1993). There is variation among the dialects of Punjabi which led it to be classified into four groups;
Eastern dialects, Dogri, Majhi and Western dialects (Shackle, 1970). According to Sir Richard Temple, the
language was classified into several major dialectal varieties: Multani Majhi, Pahari and Potohari (1883). On the
other hand, Campbell divided the Punjabi language into three groups: Central, the Majhi dialect spoken in
central Punjab and it makes the literary language; the Dogri in northern Punjab; and the western dialects that
gradually change into Lahnda.
1.1 Background
Punjabi is an official language in India with other 21 languages which enjoy official status in India. In Indian
Panjab, the language is the first official language and Chandigarh. It is also official in Haryana, Delhi and
Himachal Pradesh, however, is the second official language. Similarly, it enjoys the status of provincial language
in Pakistan and is the official language of Punjab (Kaur, 2012). Punjabi is considered to be tonal. It is due to the
fact that it uses tones for the purpose of discriminating words that would otherwise be the same (Ghai & Singh,
2012). In the Punjabi language, three tones, mid-rising-falling, high-rising-falling and low rising, have been
identified as main tones. It is the proper use of tone that makes Punjabi speakers able to differentiate among the
words which can appear exactly the same to the speakers of languages which do not speak a tonal language. It is
highly challenging for the learners, who wish to learn Punjabi as their second language, to achieve mastery of the
tonal system of the language. The change of tone can change the pragmatics of the language (Brinton & Traugott,
2005). Another factor to have in mind in that the dialect is very significant, important as well as a complicated
element of a speaker’s idiosyncrasy. Dialects are defined as the varieties of a language for the purpose of this study.
When comparing two varieties of the same language, both these varieties do have the structural overlap that causes
the mutual intelligibility. The script of these varieties may either be convertible or the same. The variations found
between the two dialects at acoustic and phonemic levels can be as accents (Chen et al., 2014; Purnell, 1999).
1.2 The Rationale of the Study
This study investigates phonemic differences and similarities between English and Punjabi. The chief rationale
of the study intends to uncover these. This purpose is achieved by calculating the similarity index between these
linguistic systems. If we take the example of Spanish and Portuguese, both descend from the same language as
they have 89% of the similarity index (Ethnologue, 2016). These differences are very important to know as they
set these two linguistic systems apart. It is what makes linguistic systems different from each other and standing
in their own individual way. Linguistic systems can be distinguished through the analysis of their grammar,
lexicon, phonology and some other structural features (Myers-Scotton, 2005).
1.3 Statement of the Problem
English has been studied phonemically in various researches, and Punjabi is no exception. However, the work on
Punjabi phonology is far less than that of English. The phonemic characteristics of Punjabi had been described
by different researchers (Karamat, 2012; Dua, Aggarwal, Kadyan, & Dua, 2012; Goyal & Lehal, 2008).
Nevertheless, no research has been found that provides the description of the phonemic similarities and the
differences between English and Punjabi. That’s why the similarity index between both phonemic systems is not
known. The present research article aims to calculate the phonemic similarities and differences between English
and Punjabi. The purpose of this calculation is to find those sounds of English that are not present in the Punjabi
phonemic system and those sounds of Punjabi that are not present in the English phonemic system and can cause
difficulties to the learners of each language.
1.4 Significance of the Study
English is spoken by a large number of speakers as their second language throughout the world including
Pakistan. Many speakers from all over the world, in addition to their mother tongue, use English as well; the
same situation is present in Pakistan, where English is an official language. A large percentage of Pakistani
speakers who speak Punjabi as a native language also use English as it is an official foreign language
(Maldonado Garcia, 2018). For this reason and because English is the language of science, technology, education
and development many Punjabis try to learn it. The research’s objective is to analyse the differences in phonemic
variations between Punjabi and English, as it will help the Punjabi speakers to learn English as their L2 through
the manifestation of positive and negative transfer between these two languages.
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Modern English dialects can be viewed as the extension of the dialectical territories which settled themselves in
the era of Old English. The colloquial partition of the smaller district of England into a northern, focal and
southern setting has been held in the present era. The semantic investigation of the English dialect returns to the
19th century when, as an off-spin of Indo-European examinations, the investigation into significant European
dialects was extensively created. Alexander Ellis is an authentic figure in the field of English dialectology,
pursued fairly later by Joseph Wright (late nineteenth and mid-twentieth century).
2. Literature Review
Phonology is the study of the sounds in a particular language and it explains the sounds system of a particular
language. It also tells how sounds are combined into different words. And describes why certain phonetic are
essential to identify a word (Davenport & Hannahs, 2013; Clark & Yallop, 2011; Giegerich, 1992). In a phonetic
inventory the sounds, found in a language are explained and described, regardless of the fact, either these sounds
are articulated accurately or not within a particular language. It is the study of the human languages sound
systems. It is the study of the functions of speech sounds. The term is used both for the discipline and for the
object of inquiry; we talk of phonology as a field of study, parallel to politics, but as with the term ‘politics’, we
also use the word ‘phonology’ to refer to the sound systems under investigation, as in the phrase ‘Vowel
harmony occurs in the phonology of Hungarian.’ The distinction and relation between phonology and phonetics
are controversial (Carr, 2008). Every language has its own phonology which comprises its whole sound system
explaining in detail the consonants and the vowels of that language (Roach, 2009).
The phoneme is a meaningful sound that will change one word into another word. The difference of only one
sound can make two different. For example, in two the words “PAT” and “BAT” the difference is only one
sound and both the other two sounds are the same in these words. Only /p/ and /b/ are different in these words. It
means that /p/ in PAT and /b/ in BAT are two different phonemes (Gimson, 1980).
According to Lan Maddieson (1984), a phonetic inventory could explain all speech sounds, regardless of this, the
sounds are produced correctly or not in a specific language or a phonetic inventory is a key which explains the
different phonemic sounds in a specifically given language where the set of consonants and vowels are called
consonantal and vocalic inventories respectively.
Consonants are the sounds in the production of which there is complete closure or the narrowing of the air
passage in the mouth cavity by bringing different articulators closing to gather. Roach (2009) explains different
types of consonants in following ways; there are many types of consonants and the common thing in all is that
they obstruct the flow of air in vocal or nasal tract completely or partially. These consonant sounds are
categorised into plosives, fricatives, affricates, nasals, and lateral and semivowels/approximants, on the basis of
their manner of articulation. On the other hand, they are categorized into bilabial, labiodentals, dental, alveolar,
palatal and glottal on the basis of their places of articulation (Roach, 2009).
Sundara (2005) conducted a study to compare Canadian English (CE) and Canadian French (CF) in order to give
the description of coronal stops. The analysis of this research showed that the stops of CF and CE have different
voice onset time (VOT) as well as a place of articulation. The stops in both these languages have relatively
different burst intensity and spectral shape of the burst. They are different in their mean frequency, kurtosis, and
standard deviation. The results of the study were interpreted from several other languages on the basis of acoustic
and articulatory phonetics.
A study of Renata Gregova (2010) which analysed the consonant systems of English and Slovak revealed that
Solvak has a rich system of consonant clusters that cannot be treated as complex sounds and cannot be accounted
for as separate phonemes.
Javed (2013) from Roorkee Engineering & Management Technology Institute, India, in the research article titled
“Arabic and English Phonetics: A Comparative Study” explained differences and similarities between English
and Arabic, in term of vowel and consonant sound, to accommodate the learners of both the language with
respect to learn correct pronunciation. He tried to describe, classify and differentiate the consonants and vowel
sounds found in both the languages. The comparison was made to find out the similarities and differences found
in both linguistic systems in term of their phonology. The main purpose of this research was to provide help to
those people who want the correct pronunciation of these languages. This type of comparison between the
sounds of English and Arabic is of great help for the learners of the second language.
In terms of the phonemic comparison of Pakistani languages and English, a significant study is that of Ghani
Rahman (2016) where he compared the phonemic inventories of English and Pashto, a language of Khyber
Pakhtoonkwa, one of the provinces of Pakistan. The study found that there is similarity in terms of place and
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manner off articulation between
b
both laanguages. Thee gap of this sttudy lies on thhe fact that phoonemic compa
arison
of the connsonants of English
E
and P
Punjabi has noot been studied, so the prresent researchh will explain
n the
differences and similaritties between Ennglish and Punnjabi to fill in tthe gap.
In this regaard, orthographically there aare 21 consonaant letters in the English langguage which arre B, C, D, F, G,
G H,
J, K, L, M
M, N, P, Q, R, S, T, V, W, X
X, Y, Z. These Consonants leetters have 24 correspondingg sounds which are
given in F
Figure 1, these sounds have ffriction or clossure during the course of their productionn, most of them
m use
the positioon of the tonguue against the llips, teeth and roof of the mouth. In the ligght of their maanner and plac
ces of
articulationn, they are divvided into varrious categoriees Consonants may be voiceed or unvoicedd depending on
n the
vibration oof the vocal coords during theeir production (Roach, 2010)). The English language consonant invento
ory is
as follows:

Figuure 1. English iinventory by R
Roach (2010)
Punjabi annd Hindi are similar in terrms of their pphonologies buut their scriptt, way of writting alphabetss and
historical features are different
d
from each other. E
Even the pronnunciation variies on the bassis of geograp
phical
changes w
within Pakistann. The pronuncciation of Pakisstani Punjabi vvaries than thaat of the Punjabbi in India. Pu
unjabi
is a very rich linguistics variety loadedd with a vast vvariety of sounnds. These souunds may havee different acou
ustic,
segmental and super-seggmental features like duratioon, quality, andd nasalization. The differenttiation among these
feature maakes them diffferent from eacch other. The ttone is considdered very impportant and siggnificant eleme
ent in
the Punjabbi language. It is both phoneemic and segm
mental in functtion. These feaatures bring vaariation in the pitch
that createes different shhades of meannings of a singgle word whicch has the sam
me vowel andd consonant pa
attern
(Karamat, 2012). Anotheer very significcant feature inn the Punjabi laanguage is nassalization by thhe Punjabi spea
akers.
It is considdered very im
mportant but itss level of undeerstandability is very low am
mong Punjabi speakers. The
e oral
sounds aree produced wiith the configuuration of the oral and nasal tract. But duuring the produuction of the nasal
vowels, thhe nasal tract iss completely cllosed and the vvelopharyngeaal port is open (Zahid, 2010)..
Grewal (22008) tried to discover the history of Punnjabi, starting from Rigvedda and the infl
fluence of diffferent
administraative changes and
a influencess on the lifestyyle of five Doaabs. He also innvestigated the emerging off new
communitiies and societies under the innfluences of thhese invaders. H
He also showss the developm
ment of new dia
alect.
Karamat ((2012) in her research “Thee Phonemic Innventory of Puunjabi” tried to make an invventory of Pu
unjabi
spoken in Lahore and itts surrounding areas where tthe Mahji dialeect of Punjabii is spoken. Foor this purpose
e, she
gave varioous references to already avaailable inventorries of Punjabii. Punjabi posssesses a large nnumber of regional
dialects whhich are spokeen in both Indiia as well as inn Pakistan. Acccording to Kaaramat Punjabbi system of so
ounds
involves fiive distinctive tongue positioons: labial, denntal, retroflex, palatal and veelar.
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Figgure 2. The connsonant inventtory of Punjabii language (Maahji dialect)
Gooskens and Schneiderr (2016) state tthat we may ddivide a word iinto two parts to calculate tthe word similarity.
The “orthoographic” parrt is closer to the real sounnds while empploying compaarison on a chharacter level. The
separate enncoding does not
n have any eeffect on the ouutcome. The ““phonetic” partt tries to obtainn the benefit of
o the
phonetic ccharacteristics of separate sounds for thhe collection oof similarity iindex. The cllassification of the
language appeals to a definite structture of featurees regarding ssound system; phonemic innventory, rhytthmic
patterns annd prosodic strructures.
Although every single leexical item is ppresented withh only one sym
mbolic represenntation, this sinngle representtation
is always used to repressent the lexicaal item on variious levels of abstractions. A
Among this innterpretation of
o the
lexical item
ms the most siignificant, funndamental and obvious interppretation is itss phonetic inteerpretation whiich is
called trannscription. It throws light oon the phonetic arrangemeent and realizaation of a parrticular word. The
phonetic ssimilarity may be deduced frrom a comparaative perspectiive. Even simiilar transcriptioon of the word
ds on
the least foormal level off transcription may have diffferences. The w
words sharing even the sam
me transcription
n will
not be ideentical in term
m of their phoonetics if theyy belong to tw
wo different laanguages. Sym
mbols are assiigned
different vvalues in diffferent transcripptions. The diifference can be measured between the different pho
onetic
representaations differentt cognate’s item
ms or linguistic varieties by uusing some distinct metric (L
Levenshtein, 1965).
1
Phonological informatioon of a lexicaal item is encooded by phonnetic transcripttion of that paarticular item. The
differences in the phoneetic representattion of the woords within a ssingle languagee represent miinimally the le
exical
semantic ccontrast in the relational set.. Phonetic trannscription provvides a compleete set of the pphonetic detaill of a
lexical item
m; it also gives the phonologgical contrast iin comparisonn of the other leexical items. S
Spoken diction
naries
are the delliberate exampples of this, theese dictionaries also provide the phonetic aaddition as weell as the alloph
honic
variation oof the given lexical
l
items in term of thheir phonetics. Schepens et al. (2013) triied to measure
e the
boundariess among diffeerent levels oof abstractionss in term of pphonemic andd phonetic intterchangeably. The
phonetic trranscriptions hold
h
the positioon of the funddamental data iin databases, iit makes possibble to compare
e and
identify thhe cognates annd their formss. Many differrences and sim
milarities may be missed onn account of being
b
over-focussed on a particcular field. Moostly these fiellds are not connsidered to bee relevant in thhis contrast. On the
other handd, it can be off much importtance in the stuudy of cross-llinguistic patteerns and its unnderstanding (Hard
castle & B
Beck, 2005).
The most important thinng here is thaat the fact, thaat IPA is revissed and formuulated time andd again in ord
der to
accommoddate the speechh sounds of thhe different lannguages and shhould not be fo
forgotten durinng the research
hes of
this type. T
There are sounnds which brinng contrast amoong the differeent languages iin the world. T
These do not re
eflect
the abilitiees of the produuction of hum
man sounds, m
many of them aare present in their allophonnic form (Simp
pson,
2014).
mework of thiis study and a procedure ussed to measure the
The Levennshtein distancce (LD) consttitutes the fram
distance prresent betweenn strings. This method workss through inserrtions, deletionns, and substituutions to determine
the similarrity index. Thee difference beetween the strings depends oon the number of the Levensshtein distance. The
greater num
mber of Levennshtein distance indicates thaat both strings hhave maximum
m differences. This algorithm
m was
devised byy a Russian Sciientist Vladimiir Levenshteinn in 1965. Folloowing examplee may well expplain this algorrithm
the Levensshtein distancee may also be aanalyzed, as “kkitten” and “siitting” have a ddifference of thhree strings.
1) Kitten → sitten (substtitution of “s” for “k”)
2) sitten → sittin (substittution of “I” foor “e”)
3) sittin → sitting (inserttion of “g” at tthe end).
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2.1 Objecttives
The majorr goal of this study is comp
mputing the sim
milarity level ppercentage beetween the phoonemic system
ms of
English annd Punjabi, by using the Leveenshtein algorithm. It will allso yield a perccentage of diffferences.
2.2 Researrch Questions
1) What iss the similarityy index, betweeen the consonaants of Englishh and Punjabi?
2) What iss the index of difference,
d
betw
ween the consonants of Engllish and Punjaabi?
Two linguuistic systems that
t
have a sim
milarity index oof more than 885% are generrally considereed to be the dia
alects
of the sam
me language (Maldonado G
García & Borgges de Souza, 2014). In lighht of this reseearch outcome
e, the
similarity index percenttage between E
English and P
Punjabi shouldd be considerabbly lower thann 85% due to their
genetic diffferences.
3. Method
dology
A mixed m
methodology i.e.,
i
quantitativve and qualitaative techniquee is used to annalyze the phoonemic differe
ences
and similaarities. The phoonetic inventorries of both lannguages are ussed as data.
The naturee of this studyy is expositoryy and it is dessigned to calcculate the indeex of the phonnetic similarity
y and
differences between Engglish and Punjaabi spoken in tthe various parrts of the globe. The presentt research is lim
mited
to the conssonant sounds only.
3.1 Frameework
The frameework for the present
p
researcch is the compparison through the applicatiion of the Levvenshtein algorrithm
which willl provide an accurate ratioo of phonemicc similarity annd differencess index betweeen both lingu
uistic
systems thhrough the coomparison of ttheir sounds ((through theirr transcription into IPA). T
The framework
k has
already beeen used in diffferent studies (Maldonado G
García & Borgges de Souza, 22014; Heeringaa, 2004; Sande
ers &
Chin, 20099).
3.2 Instrum
ment
The instruument of the research is thhe phonetic innventories of English and P
Punjabi languuages. The En
nglish
phonetic inventory of Roach
R
(2015) aand the Punjaabi phonemic iinventory by K
Karamat (2015) was mappe
ed on
tables for tthe comparativve analysis throough the frameework of the L
Levenshtein alggorithm.

Figure 3. Methodologgy of the studyy
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3.3 Limitations of the Research
The current research is delimited only to the comparison of the consonant sounds of English and Punjabi. The
similarities and differences are assessed and calculated numerically. The vowel sounds will be compared in
another publication.
4. Data Analysis
The data for the recent research have been analysed in term of the number of distances measured by the
Levenshtein Algorithm in tabulated form. The analysis of the sounds was conducted, which provides the number
of differences between the two sounds. Kessler, in 1995, applied this algorithm to bring out the ratio of
differences and similarities among the strings of the two dialects of Irish. Through the application of the
Levenshtein algorithm, he was able to measure the distance between the two. In this study, the Levenshtein
distance is calculated phonemically between the phonetic inventories of the consonants of English and Punjabi.
4.1 Measuring Phonemic Distance
This well-recognized method was used by Ethnologue and Automated Similarity Judgment Program (ASJP) to
determine language relations through genetics and also by Maldonado García (2014) to determine the similarity
index between Portuguese and English. In this study, the Levenshtein distance is calculated from a phonemic
perspective between English and Punjabi.
4.2 Sounds with Zero Distance (Distance 0 or 100% Similarity)
English and Punjabi are the two different languages which belong to two different families of languages. Yet
they present phonemic similarity between them. Both of the languages may have less structural overlap, which
renders minimum mutual intelligibility. The sounds which have zero distance are given in the following table:
Table 1. Phoneme in English and Punjabi with zero distance
Sr. No.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)

Punjabi
/π/
/β/
/τ/
/δ/
/κ/
/γ/
/φ/
/ϖ/
/σ/
/ζ/
/Σ/
/η/
/μ/
/ν/
/Ν/
/ρ/
/λ/
/ϕ/
/τΣ/
/δΖ/

English
/π/
/β/
/τ/
/δ/
/κ/
/γ/
/φ/
/ϖ/
/σ/
/ζ/
/Σ/
/η/
/μ/
/ν/
/Ν/
/ρ/
/λ/
/ϕ/
/τΣ/
/δΖ/

Levenshtein Distance
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

In light of the above table, 20 consonant sounds have zero distance phonemically between them as per the
Levenshtein Algorithm. This means English and Punjabi have twenty common consonants.
4.3 Consonant Sounds with Distance 1. Sounds That Are Different in both Languages, Punjabi and English
Levenshtein algorithm calculated that 20 consonant sounds in English and Punjabi have zero difference and
maximum similarity between them, but some sounds have a phonetic difference as well. The difference in
number will render the ratio of difference. The consonant sounds which have 01 distance are given in the
following table:
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Table 2. Phonemes in English and Punjabi with distance of 1
Sr. No.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

Punjabi
/πη/
/̪τ/
/τ̪η/
/̪δ/
/τη/
/κη/
/τΣ ͪ /
−−
/Ξ/
Ν
/Γ/
/4/
/λ/
−−

English
−−
−−
/Τ/
Δ
−−
−−
−−
/Ζ/
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
/ω/

Levenshtein Distance
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

The comparison resulted in that /πη/, /̪τ/, /τη/, /κη/, /τΣ ͪ /, /Ξ/, /Ν/, /Γ/, /4/, /λ⎯⎯/,/Ζ/, /ω/, /̪δ/, /Δ/ are the fourteen
sounds which have 1 distance phonemically between them as per the Levenshtein Algorithm. This means that 14
sounds are completely different in both phonetic systems. Among these 14 sounds
/πη/, /̪τ/, /τη/, /κη/, /τΣ ͪ /, /Ξ/, /Ν/, /Γ/, /4/, /λ/ are the sounds which are found only in Punjabi language and
/Ζ/, /ω are found only in the English language. Whereas, /̪δ/, /Δ/ are the sounds which have different symbols in
both languages but have the same pronunciation.
4.4 Tabularized Comparison and Contrast of the Consonants of both Dialects
The distance measured above shows that the sounds with distance of zero are considered similar sounds in the
inventories. While the sounds that have difference of one are considered different sounds used in the inventories.
The table below the number of similar sounds and the percentage of similarity between two dialects:
Table 3. Similarity index between English and Punjabi Consonants
Dialectical Sounds
Total similar consonant sounds
Total consonantal phonemic similarity

English and Punjabi
20
56.25%

In term of differences between the sounds of both the dialects, the following table is self-explanatory:
Table 4. Index of differences between English and Punjabi consonants
Dialectical Sounds
Total no of different consonant sounds
Total consonantal phonemic difference

English and Punjabi
14
43.75%

The analysis shows that English and Punjabi have a 56.25% phonemic similarity index. On the other hand, their
distance in term of the ratio is 43.75%. The index of similarity and difference rendered in term of ratio shows
that English and Punjabi are two different languages. Both these languages have less similarity and more
differences.
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Levensshtein Algorithm
m
0

0

43.75%
56.2
25%

Similarity
Difference

Figuree 4. Index of ddifference betw
ween the consonants of English and Punjabi
The abovee pie graph shoows the ratio off difference annd similarity inndex between E
English and Puunjabi.
5. Discusssion
The preseent research intended
i
to calculate the pphonemic sim
milarities and differences bbetween these two
languages.. In this regardd, the analysis was performeed after obtainning the data frrom the inventtories of both these
languages.. It was found that /π/ /β/ /τ/ /δ/ /κ/, /γ/, /φ//, /ϖ/, /σ/, /ζ/, /Σ/, /η/, /μ/, /ν
ν/, /Ν/, /ρ/, /λ//, /ϕ/, /τΣ/, /δΖ
Ζ/ are
the twentyy consonant soounds of Englissh, which are also used in thhe Punjabi langguage. All theese sounds hav
ve the
same mannner and placess of their articulation in bothh the linguisticc systems. Thee sounds /π/ /β
β/ /τ/ /δ/ /κ/, /γγ/,and
/ρ/ are fouund to be plossives in English as well as Punjabi invenntory. τηε σου
υνδσ /φ/, /ϖ/, //σ/, /ζ/, /Σ/, /η
η/ are
found to be fricativees in both inventories. T
The nasal sound found in English and Punjabi are
/μ/, /ν/, /Ν
Ν/.Ιν τερμ οφ αππροξιμαντ
α
τσ /λ/, /ϕ/ sounnds are foundd to be approxximants in botth inventories. The
/τΣ/, /δΖ/ ssounds are too be found afffricates in Ennglish. In thiss way, 20 connsonant soundds have maximum
similarity among them both
b
in Englishh and Punjabi languages. Booth of this langguage share thhe symbols of these
sounds. Thhis can assist the learners oof the Englishh language to learn sounds faster and bettter since these are
common bbetween both languages. On the other hhand, /πη/, /̪τ/, /τη/, /κη/, /τΣ ͪ /, /Ξ/, /Ν/, /Γ//, /4/, /λ⎯⎯/ are the
sounds whhich are not foound in Englishh inventory, thhese are presennt only in Punnjabi inventoryy. Whereas, /Ζ
Ζ/, /ω/
are the souunds which aree found only in the English language and nor in Punjabii. On the otherr hand, /̪δ/ is found
f
to be plosiive in Punjabi and /Δ/ is friccative in the Ennglish languagge. Both of theese sounds are represented by the
different ssymbols but haave the same ppronunciation. In this way, aall these 14 soounds are found to be differe
ent in
both languuages. These sounds were different from
m one anotherr and have a distance of 1 calculated by
y the
Levenshtein algorithm. The
T sounds whhich have zero measurements and 1 are tabbulated separattely.
6. Conclussion
In the lighht of the abovee discussion, itt can be concluded there aree 24 consonantt sounds in thee English lang
guage
and 32 consonants sounnds in Punjabii. Among thesse 56 consonannts sounds fouund in both Ennglish and Punjabi
languages,, 20 consonannts sounds aree used in bothh languages, which share tthe same mannner and place
es of
articulationn. However, thhere are 14 souunds in both thhe languages w
which are diffeerent in term oof their manner and
places of articulation. Thus,
T
the sim
milarity level (as per the Leevenshtein alggorithm), betw
ween the conso
onant
sounds of these two lannguages is 56.25% and the distance betw
ween these langguages is 43.775%. These tw
wenty
consonant sounds are ussed by the speeakers of both English and P
Punjabi languaages. Whereass, the rest of th
he 14
sounds aree used differenntly by the speeakers of thesee languages. A
As these two linnguistics systeems have a 56.25%
similarity index, the outccome of this reesearch, testifiies to the assum
mption, that a similarity perccentage higherr than
85% betw
ween two linguuistic systemss, generally inndicates that oone of the syystems is likelly a dialect of the
language w
with which it is
i being comppared (Maldonaado García & Borges de Souza, 2014). Thhe present rese
earch
will assist native Punjabi speakers in teerms of learninng English as ttheir second laanguage.
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